Violence

I hate violence, violence scares me. Whenever I step outside of my house I’m afraid something is going to happen. Because of that I spend most of my time inside of my house. Almost every day when I turn on the news, someone has die because of violence. Just about a couple of months ago my cousin uncle was taking his daughter to a store to do some grocery shopping, just then some guy came out and pointed a gun at him demanding money. I got so terrified when I heard that new. And also about a year ago someone got shot near my grandma house. Hearing those news I haven’t gone grocery shopping or going to my grandma house for a very long time. I can never get over the fear of violence. I have never been relaxed whenever I step out of the house.

I just don’t understand why people would go around and hurt innocence people, people they don’t even know. I bet those people hate it when they got hurt, so why would they go going and hurt other? They will be really mad if someone hurt them, so what make its ok for them to go around and hurt others? I think some people causes trouble because they just want to impress someone they like. Well if they think that impress who ever that was I like to tell them it was not working. I mean who would want to hang out with people who like to hurt people? And some just want to hurt other because they wanted to. Or they might have some personal problem and just want to take it out on innocence people. Another reason I think they might hurt people because they might think it cools to do it. Thinking they are tough.

What can I do about youth violence? I’m not so sure but I think I could go online and talk about violence. Or maybe have a grown up or someone help making poster talking about how violence not only affected the people but it also affected the community, giving that community a bad reputation. Maybe I could talk to my principal, asking her to ask someone who lives is affected by violence, talk about how violence have affected young people. How it hurt innocence people. Also how it not only affected the people but also the community as well. How violence is not right. And they could take talk about what make people think it right to hurt other people. They could talk about all sort of thing about youth violence. Making poster, going on the internet and having people talk about at school is just one way. There are a lot more solution about what we can do about youth violence. Violence with never come to a complete stop, but by doing something we might be able to reduce it. This is what I think I could do about youth violence.